Use of digital cameras by researchers

Researchers may use digital cameras to make copies of material providing the following conditions are accepted:

1. Due care is taken in the handling of documents by the researcher while using a camera

2. No flash photography is allowed

3. The images created will be used for personal research purposes only

4. Any other use of images such as publication (including web-site publication), exhibition or broadcast requires the permission of the University of Stirling, or the appropriate copyright holder

5. A fee of £10.00 per day is paid for use of digital camera in the reading room

I have read these conditions and accept them and my responsibility for any copyright infringement.

Signature: .................................................................

Name: .................................................................

Date: .................................................................

____________________________________________________________

For staff use only:

Reader number: ................................................................. Material photographed: .................................................................

Fee for usage of digital camera received by: ................................................................. Supervised by: .................................................................